Design line
Design diversity with class
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“ We are always
innovating.”
“Innovative products cannot be exclusively developed at a desk.
A direct connection to real life applications is an absolute must.”
This statement by Helmut Wedi, founder of wedi GmbH, describes
not only the character of our company in the last few decades, it
has also become the philosophy and mission statement of the
whole wedi team. Here we place great value on always implementing the advantages of a family-run company. The result is
fast decision-making, continuous training for our employees,
questioning our own performance and products and remaining
close to our clients and the marketplace. These are the key components wedi throws into the ring – every day without fail. The
challenge here is to retain the traditional values but to still be innovative and authentic. Our areas of activity are classified under
the following areas: building materials, design line and customized
building. Let’s take for example someone who has a requirement
for sustainable, designed or designable and impermeable tiling
subconstructions. wedi offers them a mature range of diverse
building materials. The programm does not just offer our clients
numerous standard products, but also nearly all imaginable options to create individual solutions in the form of sophisticated
customisations.
wedi customers appreciate our comprehensive and certified standards for quality, profit from our delivery and reliability plus the professional expertise and support from our sales and customer service
employees. All these are manifest in the enhanced cost benefits
achieved with the wedi premium brand. To ensure it stays that way,
hundreds work on a daily basis both in-house and overseas developing products and services – yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Stephan Wedi
Managing Director of wedi GmbH
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Complete design
for bathroom and wellness areas

wedi bath elements
Lovely features for any bathroom
wedi bathroom elements are the absolute highlight in small and large bathrooms. The various design
series captivate you through their unusual shapes. Nonetheless, they are very light and stable, impermeable, heat-insulating and also act as a vapour barrier. The surface structure forms the ideal substrate for laying tiles using the thin-bed method as well as the application of plaster.

wedi Wellness elements
Creative functionality to relax in
Wherever relaxation is at the forefront of high quality wellness areas, wedi wellness elements are
in their element. Whether we are talking about fully-functional Multicentres or complete vapour
shower systems, tiled wellness loungers or the matching wellness benches, the wide range, which
can be enhanced at any time according to individual client wishes, offers scope for new ideas and
possibilities in private and public bathrooms.
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wedi bath elements

Fundo designer showers
Accents on floor-level showers
Nowadays floor-level showers have become much more than just a trend. Specifically in private bathrooms,
they are being used more and more as they combine aesthetic requirements with a high level of functionality.
So, what does the shower itself look like? The Fundo design concept unites creative lines with natural forms.
It still however remains just as simple and safe when used as all other wedi premium brand design elements.
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wedi bath elements

wedi Fundo design showers consist of a floor element and the relevant wall partitioning. They are made of the wedi building board
material and are supplied with a flush fitted floor drain (either vertical or horizontal), a specialist watertight coating and an integral
slope.
This makes both the tiler’s and installation engineer’s job easy and
safe at all times.

Fundo Phanos

Designer shower

Fundo Phanos is a shower unit for corners. In addition to the integrated Hansgrohe iBox, the piping for the head and hand-held
shower are supplied as an integral part.

Fundo Trollo

Designer shower

Fundo Trollo libero Designer shower

This round Fundo form turns every shower into an experience
– and its diameter of only one metre leaves you sufficient space,
even in a standard bathroom.

The “libero” design is distinguished by a reinforced duct to integrate fixing of fittings and shower heads. This means that the
shower location can be free-standing.

The Fundo Nautilo is available with right and left entry.

The Fundo Nautilo libero is available with right and left entry.

Fundo Nautilo

Fundo Nautilo libero Designer shower

Designer shower

The snail-like shape of the Fundo design series is a real eyecatcher
in any bathroom. Whilst it is very functional, it’s high quality
design is particularly attractive.

The “libero” design is supplied with a reinforced duct for fixing fittings and shower heads, meaning it location can be free-standing.
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wedi bath elements

Fundo Trollo libero

Processing principle E.g. wedi Fundo Trollo

2

1

Following installation of the wedi floor element, wedi Duporit,
adhesive and sealing material is applied in a wavelike fashion and
the individual wall elements are inserted.

3

The wall elements are connected to one another using a tongue and
groove joint as well as wedi adhesive sealant, which is applied in the
groove as well as to the left and the right of the tongue and groove.

4

Position the wall elements according to the assembly instructions.

5

Assemble and seal the wedi joint connections between the inside
and outside of the building board with wedi reinforcement tape.

6

Seal the transition of the shower walls and the floor element
using wedi Duporit, adhesive sealant.

Please note: All the assembly material is provided.

Then, as usual, apply tiles and assemble the required bathroom
fittings.
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wedi bath elements

Processing principle E.g. wedi Fundo Trollo

libero

1

When installing the floor element, arrange the cold and hot
water supply pipes according to the installation plan.

3

The wall elements are connected to one another using a tongue and
groove joint as well as wedi adhesive sealant, which is applied in the
groove as well as to the left and the right of the tongue and groove.

5a

Concealed fittings version: Using Spax screws tighten and
connect the supply pipes to the rear reinforcement element.

2

Apply wedi Duporit, adhesive and sealing material in the notch
into which the individual wall elements are then inserted.

4

Then position the wall element individually according to the
assembly instructions or design requirement.

5b

Surface mounted fittings version: Using Spax screws fix the wall
plates to the rear reinforcement plates. Where necessary, assemble
suitable taps extensions for surface fittings.

6

7a

Make recesses in the cover board for fittings, and for the concealed
version for the shower head too. Glue the board in the area round
the shiplap edges of the wall elements as well as in the floor area.

For the surface mounted version seal any penetrations using wedi
Duporit adhesive and sealing material and suitable wedi tools
sealing collars.

8

7b

For the surface mounted version, seal the supply pipe notches.

9

Seal the internal and external wedi joint connections using
reinforcement tape.

10

Seal the transition of the shower walls and the floor element
using wedi Duporit, adhesive sealant.

Please note: All the assembly material is provided.

Then tile as usual and assemble the required fittings and, where
relevant, shower pole to the reinforced wall panel.
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wedi bath elements

wedi Sanbath
Individual bathroom furniture
White wash basins, white bathtubs, white showers…
enough of all that! The wedi Sanbath design series provides
the simplest way to introduce new shapes and colours into
the bathroom.
Whether we are talking about simple elegance, creative
design forms or selected colour accents, wedi Sanbath turns
your bathroom into a living room and the wash areas into
real furniture.
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wedi bath elements

Sanbath Wave

Wash basin

Square on the outside, wavy on the inside – the typical shape of
a Wave series wash stand.

Sanbath Wave

Shower unit

Unusual shower unit in a wave-formed design with an integral
Hansgrohe ibox for installing hand and head showerheads.

Sanbath Flat

Wash basin

The new generation of wash stands in discreet designs analogue
to the Fundo Primo floor-level shower.

Sanbath Wave

Bathtub

Ready-to-assemble bath with reclined internal ends
for a high level of wellbeing and comfort.

Sanbath Cube

Shower unit

Clear lines characterise the cube design. Simple, elegant and
still so effective.

Sanbath Cube

Wash stand

Complete cubic wash stand. An eyecatcher for any bathroom.

Sanbath Cube

Bathtub

A completely different bathtub. Position, connect, tile. All done!
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Sanbath Cube

wedi bath elements

Processing principle E.g. wedi Sanbath Cube

1

Site the ready to install bath in the required position (even in the middle of the room) and connect the respective drain and supply pipes.

2

Then apply tile adhesive…

3

… and tile as desired.
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wedi Wellness elements

wedi Sanoasa
Wellness Multicentre
The whole house in a bathroom
The wedi wellness multicentre offers pretty much anything which turns a
normal shower into a complete oasis of wellbeing factory fitted items include.
Massage showers with side jets, purifying steam baths to promote your circulation or relaxing light displays with adjustable colours are just as much a part
of the equipment as are the different designs which can blend individually
into the room concept. Of course these multicentres can be equipped with
numerous optional extras such as exclusive shower panels, a raindance
shower, additional LED technology, a fibre glass cable consisting of 50 light
points or high quality stainless steel steam outlet nozzles.
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wedi Wellness elements

Sanoasa Agola

Wellness Multicentre

This design is perfectly suited to corner locations.
It is small, compact but still comprehensively equipped.

Sanoasa Esotica

Wellness Multicentre

A whole house in a bathroom? The “Esotica” design not only
offers generous space for hours of relaxation, but also a unique
visual design concept.

Sanoasa Porta

Wellness Multicentre

Not only the curved shapes, but the possiblity of using it
as a room divider give the “Porta” variation a particular charm.
Relaxation guaranteed!

Sanoasa Libertà

Wellness Multicentre

Simple and elegant, its teak benches make it particularly
appealing and mean the “Libertà” variation offers space
for the whole family.
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Sanoasa Libertà

wedi Wellness elements

Processing principle E.g. wedi Sanoasa Libertà

1

Installing the wedi floor element.

3

Assembly of walls.

5

Roof assembly and installing a vapour barrier inside.

2

Fixing the installation pipes (with Hansgrohe iBox).

4

Connecting electric cables and water pipes.

6

At the end, tile or use plaster and paint on the outside.
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wedi Wellness elements

wedi Sanoasa Vario
Wellbeing oases in the smallest space imagineable
wedi Vario cabins are special shower cubicles whose diverse shapes, sizes and equipment options find their
niche in any type of bathroom. The range offers the choice of positioning in the corner or to a wall plus
different roof configurations. The Vario cabins are supplied without the technical features of the Sanoasa
Multicentre range allowing the client to select and equip the cabins to their individual requirements.
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wedi Wellness elements

Sanoasa Toretta

Vario cabin

Straight lines, optional pitched roof, integral wellness
benches as well as the possibility of corner placement
are what distinguishes the “Toretta” version.

Sanoasa Toretta,
with flat roof

Sanoasa Vista

Vario cabin

Sanoasa Vista, the shower cabin designed for small bathrooms.
The classic design, the proportional glass door as well as the
integrated wellness bench make this little one rather big.

Sanoasa Panorama

Vario cabin

Sanoasa Panorama – lovely prospects. The large percentage of glass
and the compact shape make this variation a true all-round talent.
Whereever it is in the bathroom, it is a real eyecatcher.

Sanoasa Bicocca,
with flat roof

Sanoasa Bicocca

Vario cabin

The large front surface of the “Bicocca” Vario cabin
provides great flexibility, a space for the final tiling
design. This variation too is available with a pitched
and a flat roof.

Sanoasa Capricia,
with flat roof

Sanoasa Capricia

Vario cabin

With the optional roof, the “Capricia” looks a bit
like an igloo. It functions like one too: Pleasurable
heat in a relaxation zone for the whole family.

Sanoasa Pergola,
with flat roof

Sanoasa Pergola

Vario cabin

Whether it has a flat roof or a domed roof, the
“Pergola” Vario cabin offers noble design and
practical functionality in one.
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Sanoasa Toretta

wedi Wellness elements

Processing principle E.g. wedi Sanoasa Toretta

1

Installing the wedi floor element.

3

Install the individual wall elements one after the other.

5

Assemble the roof. Then install the glass door.

2

Installing wellness benches.

4

Integrate the wedi Eterna door frame.

6

At the end, tile or finish as required on the outside.
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wedi Wellness elements

Sanoasa Comoda
Wellness benches
Mouldable, diverse, functional
The Sanoasa Comoda Wellness benches are available in so many
different designs, meaning that they can be built in almost any
seating combination. Whether we are talking about benches,
corner constructions or clean end solutions, once individually
tiled, they set the scene in all bathrooms and wellness areas.

Sanoasa Comoda linea
Wellness bench

Sanoasa Comoda linea
Corner element 90°, straight

Sanoasa Comoda linea
Corner element 90°, round

Sanoasa Comoda linea
Corner element 135°, straight

Sanoasa Comoda linea
Corner element, 135°, round

Sanoasa Comoda linea
End element, left,
R = 200 mm

Sanoasa Comoda linea
End element, left,
R = 600 mm

Sanoasa Comoda linea
End element, right,
R = 200 mm

Sanoasa Comoda linea
End element, right,
R = 600 mm

Sanoasa Comoda & Comoda linea
Armrest

The individual elements are glued together using wedi Duporit,
adhesive sealant.
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wedi Wellness elements

Sanoasa Bellina
Wellness benches
A little module with a big effect
Unlike the Comoda benches, the Sanoasa Bellina wellness benches
do not have integrated back rests. This makes them ideally suited
to a seamless and flush transition to walls (ideally with the wedi
building board).

Sanoasa Bellina linea
Wellness bench

Sanoasa Bellina linea
Corner element 90°, straight

Sanoasa Bellina linea
Corner element 90°, round

Sanoasa Bellina linea
Corner element 135°, straight

Sanoasa Bellina linea
Corner element 135°, round

Sanoasa Bellina linea
End element, left,
R = 200 mm

Sanoasa Bellina linea
End element, left,
R = 486 mm

Sanoasa Bellina linea
End element, right,
R = 200 mm

Sanoasa Bellina linea
End element, right,
R = 486 mm

Sanoasa Bellina & Bellina linea
Armrest
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wedi Wellness elements

Sanoasa Forma & Sanoasa Collina
Wellness benches for relaxing

Thanks to their wide format, the Sanoasa Forma and Collina
wellness benches are not only generously spacious, but their
individual shapes invite you to relax in them.

Sanoasa Forma

Wellness bench

Sanoasa Forma linea

Wellness bench

Sanoasa Collina

Wellness bench

Sanoasa Collina linea
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Wellness bench

wedi Wellness elements
Assembly principle E.g. wedi Sanoasa Comoda
The modular range includes corner elements, end elements and armrests. Processing is very simple.
The required seating combination and the resulting individual elements are glued together and to the
wall or floor using wedi adhesive sealant. wedi Tools reinforcement tape is applied to the joints and
then tile as usual.

Sanoasa Comoda
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wedi Wellness elements

Sanoasa Wellness loungers
The most beautiful shape to relax in
Sanoasa design series Wellness loungers exist in four different variations. They range from the
“Letizia” rocking lounger with its grand wooden subconstruction to the “Oscilla”, “Onda” and
“Calma linea” designs which vary in their shape and design, making them suitable for varying
tastes and applications.

Sanoasa Letizia
Wellness rocking lounger

Sanoasa Oscilla
Wellness lounger

Sanoasa Onda
Wellness lounger

Sanoasa Calma linea
Wellness lounger
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wedi Wellness elements

wedi Moltoromo
Modular and individual – gives you more room
The wedi Moltoromo system lets you create diverse full effect wall shapes for different bathroom
and wellness applications. Round shapes, square solutions or, for example, serpentine lines can be
easily and quickly installed.

Curved duct segment
Ø 1500 mm
440 x 125.6 x 2600 mm

Curved duct segment
Ø 1000 mm
459.2 x 138.1 x 2600 mm

Curved duct segment
Ø 500 mm
495 x 173.2 x 2600 mm

Straight duct segment
600 mm
600 x 100 x 2600 mm

Angled duct segment
300 x 300 x 2600 mm

Corner profile
200 x 200 x 2600 mm

Curved wall segment
Ø 500 mm
424.3 / 123.2 x 2600 x 50 mm

Angled wall segment 300 mm
300 x 2600 x 50 mm
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wedi Wellness elements
Assembly principle wedi Moltoromo
This modular range lets you generate pretty much any shape wall.
The wall elements are connected to one another using tongue
and groove joints as well as wedi adhesive sealant. Then wedi
Tools reinforcement tape is applied to the joints and tiling takes
place.

wedi Moltoromo

Straight wall segment 600 mm
600 x 2600 x 50 mm

Curved wall segment
Ø 1500 mm
414.1/ 75.6 x 2600 x 50 mm

Curved wall segment
Ø 1000 mm
421/ 88.1 x 2600 x 50 mm

Straight wall segment 300 mm
300 x 2600 x 50 mm

Installation set

End profile Ø 100 mm centered
100 x 93.3 x 2600 mm

End profile Ø 100 mm lateral
100 x 100 x 2600 mm

Wall / door fixing set
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wedi Wellness elements

wedi Eterna glass doors
Lovely views from inside and out
The wedi glass doors are finished with stainless steel frames and offer clear views into the bathroom
and wellness area. Whether they are specially for wedi wellness elements or for other add-ons, the
different designs guarantee diverse usage oppertunities.
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